


TRIAL&ERROR

 Greetings, humans! I am Vector Prime... or as they refer to me in this 
particular universal stream, “Vector Prima-Vectorum.” A trifle 
grandiose for my liking, but I strive to respect local customs on my 
travels through the multiverse!

 It has recently come to my attention that the lack of resolution 
afforded to certain events in the Malgus Cluster has been the source of 
some ire for your kind. I endeavour now to put your minds at ease, as I bring 
you this lost tale of answers, endings, and new beginnings. But be aware: 
the multiverse is a winding river, with many branches and tributaries 
that break off and return to the whole as they wend their way through 
eternity––and this story is but one of those branches, just one version 
of how events unfolded in the days that followed the return of Optimus 
Prime and the AllSpark to Cybertron...

PRESENTS:



i knew it! i 
knew there 

were monsters 
down here!

sari sumdac:
half human/half 
cybertronian.

bumblebee:
little ‘bot, 
big mouth.

bulkhead:
big ‘bot, 
bigger heart.

 CHAPTER 1

DEEP BELOW THE SURFACE 
OF CYBERTRON.
NOW.



Pat yourself 
on the back later, 

big guy! My stingers 
aren’t doing squat 

against this 
thing!

Come on, 
Sari, we’ve
 got to––

Another 
one!

Sari, get 
down!

NNNFF!

That’ll buy us
 a few nanokliks! So Let’s 

motor!

Monsters! 
Nobody said 
there’d be 

monsters! 

I’m starting 
to regret 

accepting this
 miSSion...



THE HIGH COUNCIL 
CHAMBERS.

“...from Alpha Trion!”

THE METROPLEX, 
CITY OF IACON.
24 HOURS EARLIER.

I have asked you here today...

...to discuss a matter of grave 
importance. That the AllSpark 

has been returned to Cybertron 
after these many millions of 
stellar cycles is a cause for 

great celebration...

...and yet, it is incomplete, 
made up only of what pieces
 were able to be recovered

 from Earth.

ALPHA TRION:
AS WISE AS 
HE IS OLD.

...Sari Sumdac.

In order to 
make the AllSpark 

whole again––
––to restore its 
ability to birth 
new life unto 
Cybertron––

––it must be returned to 
the fountainhead, deep within 

Cybertron, from which it 
originally sprang forth...

...the 
Well 

of All 
Sparks.

I am told you have 
long had a connection to 
the AllSpark, and it is for 
that reason I ask you to 
undertake this mission...



Absolutely 
not!

ISAAC SUMDAC:
ABSENT-MINDED 
PROFESSOR; DAD.

Sari is 
only a child! 
It is much too 
dangerous

for––

Dad, 
wait!

I know you 
just... want me to 

be safe, but...

...you... you can’t keep 
me locked away from the 
world anymore! I never 

felt like I belonged
 on Earth...

...and it’s just as 
bad here on Cybertron! 
This might be my chance 

to... to...

ARCEE:
TEACHING UNIT 
RC-687-040.

I know things have 
been difficult, Sari...

Techno-organic or 
not, you’ll always 

be welcome in
 my classroom.

Thanks, 
Arcee...

..but you don’t 
need to prove 
yourself to 

anyone. 

...but it’s not that. If what 
Alpha Trion says is true—
if I really do have some
 kind of coNNection 

to the AllSpark––

––then maybe returning 
it to where it came from... 

is my chance to figure 
out where I came from.

Do you 
understand, 

Dad? I... I do. 
I think I always 
did. Just, please—

be careful.

Don’t 
worry, 
Prof!

Me and Bulkhead 
will tag along

 and keep her safe, 
won’t we, Bulk?

We 
sure 
will!

Aw, guys...!

I thank you, my friends. If 
your decision is made, then 
we must prepare quickly. 

Time is against us...



SENTINEL 
MAGNUS:
ACTING RULEr
of cYBERTRON.

FORTRESS MAXIMUS, 
HEADQUARTERS OF 
THE ELITE GUARD.

“...and other urgent 
matters demand 

my attention...”

“It’s the moment all 
of Cybertron has been

 waiting for!”

“Sentinel Magnus presents... 
the scourge of Cybertron... 

the great slag-maker...”

“...MEGATRON on trial!”

“By the grace of Sentinel Magnus, 
this once-in-a-lifetime event is open 
to public viewing! Watch live as the 

great Sentinel Magnus himself leads 
the prosecution against the infamous 

leader of the Decepticons!”

“This Dixosol at the Jekka 
Amphitheatre! Protoforms

 watch for free!”Well, whaddaya 
think, Optimus? Pretty

 great, right?

...

...are you sure  
about this, Sentinel? 
Turning Megatron’s 
trial into such a...

...a public 
spectacle...

...don’t you think it’s 
likely to attract 

Decepticon attention? 
And with Omega 
Supreme out of 

commission...

OPTIMUS 
PRIME:
ACTING 
POLITE.



Don’t 
remind 

me!

Connecting him to Ultra 
Magnus as spark-support--using 
our greatest military asset as 

a glorified hospital bed! 
It’s a disgrace!

If you ask me, the 
kindest thing would 
be to unplug Ultra 

Magnus... let the old 
coot join the Well

 of All Sparks with 
some dignity!

Which would just so 
happen to leave you 

in charge of Cybertron,
 of course.

Well, someone’s got to do the job,
 Optimus! If not me, then who?

A repair-bot
 like you?

HA!

“Optimus Magnus!” Oh, 
that’s rich! That’s a 
real servo-slapper!

Yeah.

Funny.



Anyway! I didn’t
 call you here to 

trade jokes!

Come on, I’ve got 
just the thing to 

reassure you...

There she is, Optimus... my 
Powermaster Armour! Durabyllium-steel construction, fully 

flight-capable, twin particle beam cannons, 
user-sensitive electronic paint...

...more than a match for any 
Decepticon dumb enough to show 

their face tomorrow!

It’s... very impressive, 
Sentinel, but I’m still

 not sure. Even allowing 
Megatron to appear in 

public seems risky...

Optimus, you worry
 too much! I’ve got 
something special 

planned for 
Megatron!

Oh?

Just a little 
trick I picked
 up on Earth!

I wouldn’t 
want to 
spoil the
 surprise!



TRYPTICON PRISON,
CITY OF KAON.
FORMER 
DECEPTICON 
CAPITAL.

So, I’ve been 
vondering...

...given zat zhose 
three-ring rejects’ 

rescue plan
 failed...

...HOW ARE VE 
GETTING OUT 

OF HERE?!

LUGNUT:
LOYALLER
THAN THOU.

bLITZWING:
THREE-IN-ONE 
VILLAIN.

MEGATRON:
bIDING HIS 
TIME.



Disloyal swine! You 
dare insinuate Lord 

Megatron has no 
plan of escape?!

Zat’s not vhat 
I’m insinuating--zat’s 

vhat I’m zaying!!

Calm yourselves, 
both of you. I’m sure 

Lord Megatron is 
planning something 

even now...

...aren’t 
you, my 
lord?

sHOCKWAVE:
COLD AND
CALCULATING.

Vell vhatever he’s
 planning, he’d better 

hurry up!

I’ve been in 
here zo long,I’m 

ztarting to
 go ZANE! 

Patience, my 
Decepticons.

The time is nearly upon us.

GUARD!

I wish 
to send a 
message...

HAHAHAHAHAHA!!



EVENING ON CYBERTRON.
THE FOOT OF 

THE METROPLEX.
This tunnel will take you 
to the Well of All Sparks. 

Be wary... you walk a 
pathway that has not been 

trod for many millions
of stellar cycles.

And on 
that reassuring 

note...

Well, I 
gueSS this is 
goodbye...

Sari... I 
just want
 to say...

no 
matter what the 

AllSpark helps you 
learn about 

yourself...

...you will always
 be my daughter. That 
will never change. 
You are more than 
I ever could have 

wanted... more than 
I ever needed 

you to be...

...and I... am 
so proud to be 

your father.

I see. I’ll 
be right 

there.

Thanks,
Dad.

{snFF}

I 
love 
you.

The time is now, 
my friends. I must

 leave you.

No sweat, 
A3! We’ll be back 

before you 
know it!



HOURS LATER.
Oh my gosh, how 

big is this stupid planet 
anyway?! We’ve been 

walking for 
forever!

Oh wow! 
Hey guys, look

 at this!

What 
is it? It’s a 

mural!

Looks like it’s all 
about life on Cybertron 

way back in ancient 
times... over seven 

billion stellar 
cycles ago!

Oh, uh, well, I can’t
 read the words... but 

I know the story!

Oh, 
great, a 
history 
lesson!

So 
what’s it 

say?

“The legends say that one day, 
when Cybertron was still young, 

the AllSpark rose out of the Well 
of All Sparks and breathed

 life into the planet.”

“Nobody knows who made the 
AllSpark, or why, but each spark in 
existence came from it, and it came 

from the well. So that’s why, when a 
spark is extinguished, we call it...”

“Joining 
the Well of 
All Sparks!”

“Right!”



“The early Transformers were 
primitives who worshipped the 

AllSpark––they didn’t know
how to control its power.”

“But that all changed the 
day a mysterious hammer 

fell out of the sky.”

“Nobody knew where it came from, 
either... but it was a weapon, and in 

those days, the most powerful 
weapon belonged to the most 

powerful warrior!”

“The strongest of the primitives 
took the hammer for himself, and 

ever since that day, it’s been 
the symbol of the leader

of the Autobots.”

“You mean——?”

“That’s right––the 
Magnus Hammer! That 

warrior used it to 
forge a container for 

the AllSpark that 
allowed its power 
to be controlled...”

...and... uh...

...oh boy...

What?

...well, he... uh, he also built the 
Centurion Droids to defend the 
well against the monsters that

 live down here! I forgot
 all about that part!



Gimmie a break, big guy! That’s all 
a fairy tale they tell protoforms! 

The Magnus Hammer’s just an 
overgrown lightning rod, Sari...

...but it made the Autobots 
powerful enough to build an 

empire that stretched 
across the galaxy!

‘course, that was long before 
Bulkhead or I were protoformed! 

Yeah, those days are over...

“...though not everybody took 
it well! If Megatron had his way, 
he’d use the AllSpark to start 

the whole thing up again...”

“...only this time, 
with him in
 charge!”

Well, I’m not worried 
about Decepticons right 
now... it’s monsters that 

give me the surges!

Were you listening 
to me? It’s all a load of

 scrap! Fake! Made up!

“Monsters,” 
are you for 

real? The most
 dangerous 
thing down
 here is u--

--uUUAAGH!!



MONSTER!

Blast it, 
blast it!

Hahahaha! 
Calm down, Bumblebee, 
it’s only a harmleSS 

little rat!

Wait a minute... 
what was that rat 

ruNNing from...?

A-heh-heh... 
yeah! Of course 

it is!

It’s 
like I 
said...

There’s 
nothing... 

dangerous...

...down...

...here?



HE WANTS 

WHAT?!? THE METROPLEX.
I can scarcely 

believe it myself, 
but yes...

...Megatron requests 
that you defend him 
in court tomorrow.

But... 
but 
why?

I shall let him 
tell you in his 

own words.

I am... concerned 
that Sentinel Magnus 

does not intend to 
approach tomorrow’s 

legal proceedings 
in good faith.

As such, I send this 
message to formally 
request that Optimus 

Prime serve as my 
defense. I am told he 

is well acquainted 
with Sentinel’s 

particular brand of 
legerdemain.

Besides, in my experience, 
a healthy rivalry engenders 
the best performance among 

lesser mechs.

Whatcha 
gonna do, 

O.P.?

I’m not 
sure I have 
any choice.

Megatron might be 
up to something, but 
he’s not wrong. If we 
leave Sentinel to his 

own devices, he’s going 
to turn that trial into 

a circus. If you’ll 
help me, Jazz...

...it looks like I’ll be 
seeing him in court.

JAZZ:
Cyber ninja,
Cool cat.



FORTRESS MAXIMUS.

Is all in 
readiness for 

tomorrow?

Yes, yes, 
everything’s 

been prepared.

It had better be. 
This operation--

Don’t vent that 
exhaust at me! I want 

this to happen just 
as much as you do! 

My approval
ratings are in the
 waste disposal!

After everything I’ve done for 
these ingrates... these ‘bots 

wouldn’t know a good Magnus if 
he bit them on the afterburner!

And just when I think it can’t get any 
worse, Optimus––Optimus, of all ‘bots––

shows up with Megatron as his 
prisoner! I don’t know how he did it...

...but tomorrow, we’re going to give 
Megatron exactly what he deserves, and 

I’m going to show this whole lousy 
planet why I deserve to be Magnus!

SENTINEL 
MAGNUS, 

SIR!

AACK!

What have I told you about 
barging in here without knocking?!

Apologies, sir! But Alpha Trion 
has sent word of a change in 
plans for the trial tomorrow!

HE’S GOING TO 

WHAT?!?
 



DEEP BELOW THE SURFACE OF CYBERTRON. 
NOW.

They’re 
getting 
closer!

HuRRy guys! 
I think I see 
something 

up—— ——AAAAHH!

Mmm, 
caught like
 a couple of 
cyber-flies 
in my web!

Long time no 
see, sister.

BLACKARACHNIA?!

The one 
and only.

Like the new colours? 
After all, a queen has 

to look her best...

bLACKARACHNIA:
HOT, POISONOUS, 
AND DEADLY.

WASPINATOR:
HAS PLANS.

SORRY.
my bad.



...for her
 subjects.

Isn’t that 
right, babies?

...I’ll be able to 
re-write the 

destiny of our 
entire race!

Of course! 
Once I slice you 
open and learn 

all your 
secrets...

You... you 
could do 

that?

I can’t wait to find out
how you were made!

Imagine my 
surprise when 

they told me the 
Autobots had 
added a fellow
 techno-organic 
to their ranks!

––but it was child’s play for a girl
 with my ingenuity to use the 
remaining TransWarp energy 

inside Waspinator to transmit 
a message to the Decepticons.

I may have been lost in 
space on a primitive world––

YESS MY 
QUEEN

Those 
things are 

yours?

How are you even here? Last time 
the Autobots saw you, you disaPPeared 

in a TransWarp explosion!

INFERNO:
FOR THE
ROYALTY.

ANTAGONY:
PAIN IS HER
FRIEND.



I just had to get my servos 
on you... and my allies let me tag

 along on their jaunt to Cybertron 
in exchange for a little favour.

Wazzzpinator come too! 
Get revenge on Bumble-bot!

{gulp}

Wait——allies?
 Who else are you 

working with?

Oh, that’s all in 
the past, honey...

...and the future 

belongs to my 

Don’t 
count 
on it!

Awk!
Oof!

PREDACONS!

And look at this! 
The AllSpark as an 

added bonus!



Come on! After them, 
you F0ols!

Where are 
we even going? 

Those things are 
right behind––

OOOOOF!

C-C-Centurion Droids!

Th-they’re 
REAL!

END OF CHAPTER 1



JEKKA AMPHITHEATRE.

“It’s a beautiful day!”

“Every seat in 
the house filled...”

“...and a live 
planetwide 

broadcast for 
everyone else!”

I hope 
you know 

what you’re
 doing, kid...

That’s right, Optimus, 
old buddy... all of Cybertron 

is watching me today!

Us.

Yes. Well. Can’t 
say I expected you 
to be here today...

I mean, we have 
perfectly good 

public defenders...

Never mind that now,
 Sentinel. What’s this “special 

plan” you said you had
for Megatron?

Just look–– 
here it comes 

now!

RATCHET:
MEDIC,
MISANTHROPE.



 CHAPTER 2

TEAM ATHENIA:
TRIAL SECURITY.

JETstorm:
cool-headed
twin of
jetfire.

JETFIRE:
HOT-headed
twin of
jetstorm.

Megatron, are you 
sure you want the ‘bot who 

arrested you defending 
you?

Please. I 
barely even 
know your 

name.

But I do know that 
you are... noble enough to 
ensure that due process 

is properly done...

...regardless of
 any personal feelings 

you might have.



PRESENTLY...

Megatron of Tarn, 
you stand accused
of crimes against 
 Cybertron and 

the planet Earth.

The amnesty granted 
you at the end of the 
Great War affords no 

protection against 
these new charges, 

which include:

Unlawful 
interference in 

the technological 
development of 
another species...

Blasphemy in the
 highest; the desecration 

and destruction 
of the AllSpark...

Unlawful 
acquisition of 

Autobot military
 assets and conspiracy 

to employ them in 
acts of insurgency...

...including but not 
limited to murder, 

treason, and 
destruction on 

a planetary 
scale...

As well as numerous sundry 
cases of fraud, theft, coercion, 

and public incitement to all
 of the aforementioned.

How do 
you plead?

Not guilty.

“Not guilty”?

“Not guilty”?!

My fellow Cybertronians! 
With your own audio receptors,

 you behold first-hand the 
unapologetic villainy that 

threatens our planet!

I, Sentinel Magnus, 
have worked diligently to 
guard Cybertron against 

these dangers...

...but certain 
naysayers have
 questioned my 

decisions 
of late!

Through this trial, I intend to 
prove to you all today the very 

real threat posed by Decepticons 
like the accused...

...and that I am dedicated to 
the protection of our world, no

 matter how “unpopular” an 
opinion that may be!

Does the 
defence have 

anything 
to say?

Yes, 
I -- THE PROSECUTION 

CALLS ITS FIRST
 WITNESS!



FAR BELOW.

Sari, 
don’t––!

They aren’t moving. 
Do they even still work 

after all this––?

...uh-oh.

defend – the – well.

Looks like 
they work just

 fine!

Centurions 
in front of us, 

Predacons behind 
us... what do we do?

I’ve 
got an
 idea!

Let’s see 
what these guys
 think about...

...this!

defend – the – well.

defend – the – well.

defend – the – well.



They’re...

...stopping? 

And kneeling?

Sari, what
 did you do?

they “defend the well,” 
right? Well, that’s where 
the allSpark came from, 
so I figured they wouldn’t

 attack it!

aAAH!

HAHAHAHAHA!!



KA-POW defend – the – bearer.

Guess they don’t like 
anyone messing with you 
while you’re holding it, 

either!

Great! Let’s leave them to 
deal with the monster squad 
and get back to the surface!

no! 
We can’t!

we...

...I 
have to 
finish 

this.

Those doors! 
It’s got to be 
behind there!

Come on!

defend – the – bearer. defend – the – bearer.



MEANWHILE...
Megatron iz 

ze very model ov 
nobility.

He iz a brilliant 
general! A master 
ov unparalleled

 devaztation!

And zuch 
a lovely 

zinging voice! 
HAHAHAHAHA!

The logic 
of Megatron’s 
course cannot 

be refuted.

It was at his 
command that I 
infiltrated the 

ranks of Autobot 
Intelligence.

Megatron will lead 
us all into an age of 
Decepticon dominion...

...and those who 
resist will logically 

be crushed.

My spark beats 
for Megatron! His 

word is my will!

I have ended 
civilizations in his name! 
He has but to ask, and

 it shall be done!

Death to the
 Autobots! ALL HAIL

MEGATRON!



EVENTUALLY...
 I think my 

witnesses have painted 
quite the picture, 

your honour.

Are there any 
witnesses for 
the defence?

Just one, 
your honour...

...the defence 
calls Megatron 

of Tarn.

AND SO...
People

 of Cybertron...

You have heard 
much today about 

the so-called “evil” 
I have seen done in 

the name of the 
Decepticons...

...but destruction for
 its own sake is not the 
Decepticon cause. Have 
you not stopped to ask 

what it is we seek?

millions of years ago, 
Cybertron was a shining jewel

 in the cosmos, the heart of
 a vast empire!

It is the return of that 
age––the return of Cybertron’s 

greatness––that all I have 
commanded has been 

in pursuit of!

A return to the days of
 expansion and colonization, when

 our world was the most beautiful
 force in all the universe!

“Desecration”
 of the AllSpark?

Naught but the desire 
to give Cybertron itself 

the power to transform–– 
to defend itself!

All I seek is a safe and
 prosperous future for my race... 

and for that, I am stripped of 
my dignity and brought 

before you thus!



What’s 
with all the 

hubbub?

Oh, no...

Jazz... young ‘bots like
 me, Bumblebee, Bulkhead... we 
weren’t online during the war.

We never saw its horrors 
first-hand... until our mission 

on Earth gave us a taste.

But most of the ‘bots in this
audience... they’ve never even 

seen a Decepticon in person before.
 All they know is what they’ve heard 

in the history tracks...

...but here and now, 
what Megatron’s saying
 makes sense to them.

All the sanctions 
and curfews Sentinel’s 

placed Cybertron under...

...all he’s done is 
create an angry 
young population,

 perfect for Megatron 
to radicalize with

 a few well-
chosen words.

This is why 
Megatron 
wanted me 
to “defend” 

him...

Innocent or guilty, 
win or lose... this is 
his final victory...

...and he’s 
made sure I have a 

front-row seat.



BELOW...

Hope those 
guys can hold 

them off...
I guess this 

is it...? Doesn’t 
look like much...

It’s 
so dark...

I can 
feel it...

...the AllSpark 
wants to go 

home.

I... gueSS 
that’s it.

What 
do we do 

n——



VA-CHOOM
PROWL?!

My friends... 
it is good to see 

you again.

You have 
done a great
thing, Sari...

...and so the AllSpark 
has allowed me to be 

with you all once more, 
that I may give you 

your reward.

The answer 
to your question.

PROWL:
AUTOBOT NInja;
Deceased.



The crystal is 
but the physical 

expression of 
the AllSpark 
in this world.

In truth, it 
is a vast collective 
consciousness that 
exists across all 
of space and time...

...a true all-spark 
that links everyone 
and everything that 

has ever lived, or 
ever will live.

The 
AllSpark 
knows all.

The 
AllSpark 
sees all.

The 
AllSpark 

shares all.

From allies 
and enemies past...

...to 
adventures 
yet to come.

Sari!
I... I see 

it!

Me too! 
I can see... 
everything!



Foreseeing the key 
importance of Earth in 

Cybertron’s future history, the 
AllSpark determined to create 

an avatar for its power...

...one that would 
bridge the worlds of

 human and Transformer.

Thus it was, Sari, that 
the AllSpark reached

 across time...

...and by its own power, 
placed your protoform 

in your father’s lab
 that night.

You became the AllSpark’s 
unknowing agent, using your key 

as a conduit for its power...

...until you used it to upgrade 
your own body, and became 

that conduit yourself...

...and by your actions, 
moved the conflict on

 Earth to the conclusion 
the AllSpark sought...

...to this moment.

prowl... 
you’re fading

 away!

My time with you is short,
 my friends. These few moments 

have been a gift from the AllSpark, 
and I leave you now to re-join it...

but Sari... there is 
still one last thing the
 AllSpark asks of you...



BANG 
BANG 
BANG

Order!

Order 
in this court!

I think we have 
heard quite enough 
from the accused!

Yes, I believe 
that was just 
long enough...

BEEP-

BEEP

Hmn?

Sentinel, 
what’s--?

KA-BOOOM



In the name 
of Megatron...

...ATTACK!

DECEPTICONS!

TEAM CHAaR:
DECEPTICON
RESCUE TEAM.



Heh.

Autobots, let’s go!

Sentinel, 
come on! Snap 

out of it!

Urk!

Oh, uh, 
yes, of course!

I’ll, uh, 
be right 

back!



Perceptor, is 
the Powermaster 

Armour ready?

FULLY–
PROGRAMMED– 

AND–READY–FOR–
INTERFACE.

Now, 
now, not 
zo fast!

My 
motor 
relays!

Oof!

I––I 
can’t move!

Ve can’t 
haff you 

interfering!

HeeheeheehaHAA!

This 
isn’t fair!

This isn’t how it 
was supposed to 

gooooooo!

“Supposed to...?”



OMEGA SUPREME.

Come on, kid!

Look out, 

on your left!

Those 

lousy, sneaky 

Decepti-crumbs...!

If I was there, 

I’d teach ‘em a 

thing or two!

No Decepticon’d 

get the drop on me!

CYCLONUS:
TEAM CHAaR’S
SECRET WEAPON.



Prolonging 

this battle serves 

no purpose!

Sky-Byte! Scalpel!

Initiate Operation: DOOMSHOT!

As threefold darkness
Now by my hand is unwrapped 

Their doom is written.

I haff 

you, mein 

KOMMANDANT!

Thank you, 

Scalpel. Quickly, 

now.

It iz done,

Lord Megatron!

Yeeeess...

whrrrr
thunk

vzzzt
whrrrr



...YEEESS!

You have

done well, 

Strika...

Very well!

END OF CHAPTER 2



That’s for 
the Cosmic Rust, 

Oil Slick!

Urgh! I guess I’ll 
have to make the next
 batch more potent, 

Rodimus!

Aaargh!

Two 
fusion 

cannons.

Hold 
still, you 

little--!

Hold 
still, youse

little--!

CHOOM



CHOOM

SAFEGUARD:
COMBINED FORM
OF JETFIRE AND
JETSTORM.

Triple-changing 
land and air alternate 

modes.

CHOOM
If two-in-one 
is being your 

game...

...please 
to be us 
taking on!

SHEEEAGH!

Prodigious 
strength!

yes, this 
new body will

 do nicely!



I’m loving 
Lord Megatron’s 
new look! It’s zo 

very me!

Mindwipe! Cut 
us loose that we 
may aid Megatron 

in his triumph!

SFLA
NG

BOOM
At last! Oh 

glorious Megatron, 
we stand ready 

to serve!

BOOM
Wait, 

what’s--?

BOOM BOOM



we
made

it!

 CHAPTER 3

MEGATRON MUST BE
destroyed!



Back 
oFF, lady!

Sari?

Blackarachnia?

That’s... 
the light of the 

AllSpark?

What 
happened 

down 
there?

That’s what
I’m here to show 

you, Optimus.

It’s why 
I’ve always been

 here.

What--? 



“The 
AllSpark 
knows 

all.” “The 
AllSpark 

sees 
all.”

“The 
AllSpark 
shares 

all.”

Well, 
Sentinel 
Magnus?

What 
do you 

say?

Let me get 
this straight,
 Decepticon...

You want me to provide 
you with access codes so 

you can enter Cybertronian 
airspace undetected...

...so that you can crash 
Megatron’s trial and kill 

him? You expect me 
to believe--?

You must! The Decepticons 
will never accept me as their
 leader as long as Megatron 

still lives!

And I swear that once 
they are mine, we shall 

menace Cybertron 
no more!

Before the watching 
eyes of your Autobots, you 

will be a saviour!

“A saviour”...?

Decepticon... 
you’ve got a 

deal!

Some deal... both 
of you were plaNNing 

to double-croSS 
each other!



Sentinel 
Prime, sir?

You 
are having 

made a 
deal...

...with the Decepticons?!

No!

Yes!

I 
don’t 
know!

I mean... 
it wasn’t 
supposed 
to go like 

this!

I wasn’t going to let them 
go! The Powermaster Armour...!

Ha! That this preening 
fool believed I would ever
 turn on noble Megatron!

I have brought
 not his end, but

his rebirth!

When Shockwave returned to my 
forces before our final gambit on

Earth, he brought news of 
 Project Powermaster.

Thus Strika and I 
assembled this contingency plan, 
secure in the knowledge that the

 unfathomable depths of Sentinel’s 
ego would made his attempted 

“double-cross” a certainty.

As usual, 
Megatron, you 

forgot one 
thing...

You’re 
welcome.

A token from the
 vile techno-organic, 

sire!

Though I must 
admit, this new body 
is an unanticipated 

bonus!



ME.



Oh, stop posturing. 
Haven’t I shown you the 

truth here today?

Your own people 
have spoken. they
 are tired of you 

and all you 
represent! 

Isolationism, 
pettiness, 

corruption... why 
fight for that?

Instead, submit yourself to me 
and I shall see Cybertron and all
 its scattered children united!

There could be a place
 for you in my kingdom, 
Autobot. Think of the 

glories that we 
could accomplish 

together...

...the Emperor of 
Destruction and his 

loyal Optimus 
Magnus.

You’re 
wrong, 

Megatron.

The Autobots may 
have been let down by 

their leadership, but they
don’t seek a tyrant...

..and I’d rather be a 
humble repair bot than

 a demagogue with 
delusions of 

grandeur.

You’re nothing but a 
thug with a big gun and 

an empty ideology, 
Megatron...

...and 
this time...

...I’m going to 
put you down 

for good.



AUTOBOTS,

ROLL 
OUT!



DECEPTICONS,

RISE 
up!

you got this, 
optimus! I gotta 
take care of one

 last thing!

Wait! Come back! You 
don’t understand the future

 I could make with you!



Pleasebeintime
pleasebeintime

Pleasebeintime
pleasebeintime...!

ratchet! 
look out!

Hnn––?!

Sari? What––?

A Decepticon?!

ooof!

Unngh!

CRAA ASH



And I didn’t think 
Sentinel could sink

 any lower!

Sending a Decepticon 
to offline Ultra Magnus?!

I come at the behest of no 
Autobot! Sentinel Magnus has 

merely sown the wind... now,
 Ultra Magnus shall 
reap the whirlwind!

A pity that so 
great a warrior 

must meet his end 
in a manner so 
ignominious...

...but what use 
is greatness, in the

 end? For we are all 
equal in death.

Wow, okay, 
take it down

a notch, 
edgelord.

Well, even if 
Sentinel didn’t send 

you, if you want 
Ultra Magnus...

...you’re going 
to have to go 
through me!



Urrngh! So you 
think it better to fight 

and die––but death is all 
the future brings! I 

have seen it!

I have seen 
the end of the

 world!

Sari, get out 
of here! Leave 

him to me!

No, Ratchet, 
it’s okay...

...I’ve 
learned 

a few new 
tricks.

Never thought
 I’d be so happy to
 see that slaggin’ 

thing!

SHOOOOM
You want 

to talk about 
the future,

 pal?

I’ve seen 
the future 

too...

FZZT

...and it 
looks a lot 

like me!

SPOOM



Lord 
Megatron, 

I––UNGH!

as – the – 
bearer – wills.

These infernal 
Centurions--! Fight, 

you imbeciles!

FIGHT!

What’s 
wrong, 

Megatron?

Things not 
going the way 
you planned?

You dare--!

Even if I must 
fight until I am 

the last Decepticon 
functioning, I will 
end you, Optimus 

PRIME!



ultra Magnus is 
out of danger, optimus! 

Let’s finish this 
Decepti-creep!

Sari, get away! 
It’s too dangerous!

will 
everyone 

stop saying 
that?

you don’t 
understand...

...I finally 
got my answer! 

I know where
 I came 
from...

...and I know 
that this is what

 I’m meant to
 do!



Oh. Heh. You know, 
it’s funny, 
Megatron.

I’m holding 
the symbol of 
the leader of 
Cybertron....

...and the 
power of the 

AllSpark.

It’s everything 
you ever wanted,

 Megatron.

Everything 
Sentinel ever 

wanted...

...everything that... 
might have been mine, 

someday... in 
another life.

You want 
this so bad, 
Megatron?!

Wait--



then 
you can 
have it!



EPILOGUE:
SOME TIME LATER.

The Decepticons 
didn’t last long 

after that...

“...we rounded most 
of them up, and 
they’re hard at 

work in the 
nucleon  mines.”

“Megatron’s in 
solitary confinement. 
After what happened, 

we thought there
 might be protests...

“...but it turned out 
that everything the 
AllSpark showed us 
convinced the people 
he wasn’t what he led 

them to believe.”

“They’re even calling 
Sari a hero! She’s 

volunteered to be our 
link to the AllSpark as 

it starts to bring a 
new breed of 

sparks online...

“...with a little help 
from her father, and 
the guidance of our

 new interim Magnus, 
Alpha Trion.”

“He demoted 
Sentinel down 

to repair ‘bot and 
sent him off to fix 
space bridges with
 a crew of his own!”

There was... some 
talk of me taking up 

the hammer, but...

...I’m no Magnus...



...not yet.

But now that
 Alpha Trion has 
assigned me to 
Sentinel’s old 
command in the
 elite GUARD...

...and once we’ve 
worked to win back 

the trust of the 
people...

...maybe, someday.

Rest well, Ultra Magnus.

optimus...

Ultra 
Magnus! You’re 

awake!

It looks 
like... I was 

wrong...

Being 
a hero... ...is in your 

programming, 
after all.

END
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